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REVENUE BY HEADHUNTING
Established 2004, we’re a boutique retained search firm aka Headhunters.
Our focus is on the SaaS community. We headhunt across the “C” suite, into
leadership and high-impact, senior roles in Sales, Consulting and Operations. We
help companies in start-up and scale-up mode accelerate growth.
Can we help you? Read on and find out more.
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Why choose retained search?
The benefits of retained search are getting access to and making better quality hires, reducing
time to hire, avoiding distractions and wild goose chases. Plus, if you’re replacing someone and
need to do so without them being aware they are to be replaced, confidentiality.
It’s easy to think that you can make a great hire from your people network however it’s limited.
The reality is that this is a myth. Your people network is too limited.
Retained search is pro-active approach. Applying a robust and proven methodology. One
involving a structured process, comprehensive research, identification, pursuit and assertive
engagement with the best talent.
It’s one based on an investment of time, typically upwards of 100 hours.
Retained means applying smart methodology searching the entire market… none of this low
hanging fruit nonsense.
People choose a retained approach when they want the role ‘definitely’ filling rather than
‘maybe’ filling. Retained means to keep going until the role is filled.
Basically some initial financial commitment from you (a retainer) enables us to apply a robust
search and importantly to commit to working with you until you’ve successfully made your hire.
A retained approach is one focused on achieving exceptional and superior hiring outcomes.

You don’t want to make mistakes when making key hires.
These are the ones that make the difference between you meeting your strategic business goals
and missing them! Ones that ultimately shape the success or failure of your business.
Hiring mistakes can be costly. They’re time consuming, distracting and carry an opportunity cost.
Retained search is a proven approach to help you to maximise your chances of successful
outcomes and mitigate your risk of failure. For your most high-impact positions, your business
deserves the best talent.

When it’s important. You can count on us.
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Benefits of retained search

• Conventional sourcing methods (agency) are focused on just 30% of potential hires. Based on primarily inbound candidates, heavily populated with unemployed people and these tend to be the
weaker ones. For standard hires this approach is okay however for high impact ones it’s a limited one. Missing out on the 60-70% of the talent pool that goes unspoken to.
• In contrast, retained search is one focused on 100% of the prospective talent pool. Importantly including the best people, they’re employed and only accessible using headhunting techniques.
• Agency fee rates are typically quoted at 25%, fee rates for retained search c. 25-30%, with a third paid up front. Retained search is slightly higher than for a contingency/agency approach because
there’s more work, more time and more resources involved.

When it’s senior. You can count on us.
Sources: Retrained UK agency fill rates (research states 20%), JobAdder US agency fill rates, 2020 (research states 23%), and AESC
aka Association of Executive Search retained search fill rates (research states greater than 90%).

When it’s confidential!
Do you need to replace someone without the incumbent job holder being aware that he or
she is to be replaced?
In the headhunting world this is known as a “Cloak and Dagger” situation.
And its one of the most common reasons why companies use headhunting firms to find
senior hires.
This is because headhunters can identify and approach prospective candidates without
revealing a client’s company name!
We’re able enter into a dialogue with prospective candidates to qualify an individual’s
suitability and identify their candidate’s situation and motivations.
We can positively position an opportunity without disclosing a company name and be
vague about some of the parameters without exposing you and to avoid revealing your
company identity.
Enabling us to pre-qualify the suitability and interest of candidates and generate a shortlist
without the incumbent job holder becoming aware they are to be replaced.
Where appropriate, and at the appropriate time, we will have prospective candidates sign
a mutual non-disclosure agreement to underpin confidentiality.
In contrast, an employer placing an advert or directly calling people may very well result in
the incumbent becoming aware they are to be let go!

When it’s confidential. You can count on us.

In scale-up mode?
Long term partnerships...
If you’re in scale up mode, your ultimate success or failure will
depend on having the right people in your most critical positions.

The key go this, is to determine your most critical and difficult types
of hire, then to pre-identify talent, engage with and qualify them.

You need the right people, in the right place, at the right time.
Without which you’ll fail to accomplish your milestones and goals.

Making the wrong hires and failing to make key hires on schedule
will be the difference between you winning, falling short or loosing.

We can help you overcome this barrier to successfully scaling up by
working together to plan and anticipate your needs by sequence,
type and timescale.

Working with us, in a long term partnership, we can help you to
reduce time to hire and mitigate your opportunity cost.

Enabling us to identify, and pipeline high quality, high performance,
specialist talents for you.

When you’re in scale-up mode. You can count on us.
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A superior approach
We offer: Retained Search | Multi Hire Projects | Long Term Partnerships

Our 10 step process
1
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To discuss your requirements at a headline
level, your goals, remit for the hire and to
understand the basic parameters for the
search.

The starting point begins with a thorough briefing involving all key stakeholders to
define and agree on the parameters of the search/es and process including: full role
profile/s, person criteria, target source companies, timelines, process and your value
proposition to a prospective target employee!
• Determine key industry sector and niche backgrounds

Client meeting
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Briefing & ToB
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Situation report

• Identify source companies
• We cast a net over the talent pool

Comprehensive briefing to develop a thorough
understanding of the remit, candidate profile
and agreement to terms of business.

Assessment
Screening candidates on the basis of being
Qualified, Interested and Assessed. Positioning
the opportunity, exploring candidates’
competencies.
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Shortlist submission
Submission of CVs complete with interviewing
notes outlining candidates merits, any
concerns, salary details, motivations and
notice period.

• Identifying every single candidate with the right skill set across the geographic location
• We then systematically and professionally approach every single candidate using
multiple methods, including professional headhunting, to gain as much interest in the
position as possible.
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We’ll work with you to help with the
arrangement of interviews, communication of
feedback, where appropriate giving support
and guidance.

A summary of your hiring requirement
including a company profile, opportunity
overview, responsibilities, and person criteria.

• The whole process is transparent, with weekly reporting
• If faced with a challenge we work with you to re-steer the search accordingly.

• Ultimately, a long list of candidates emerges who have been assessed against the
brief, both functionally and behaviourally and are interested in the opportunity.
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Candidate generation
‘Talent mapping’ and ‘Name generation’.
Identifying and reaching out to, and engaging
with prospective candidates.

Offer accept
Prior to the offer stage, we will have sounded
out your parameters and candidates’
expectations to ensure both parties’ needs are
being met.

Outlining the hunting ground, how and where
we will find the best hires… key industry
sectors, industry niches and specific
companies.

Conventional agency and in-house recruitment processes do not benefit from this kind of
structured methodology, the depth of this approach and the time that needs to be
invested.
At the end of this process, you will be absolutely confident that you are making your hire
from ALL of the available talent to you in the market at this time.

Search strategy

Client interviewing
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Onboarding support
We’ll maintain close ties with you and the
newly hired exec to ensure both sides are
happy and share any constructive feedback.

Why choose to work with us?
When it matters most, we can help you elevate your hiring outcomes.
Our area of expertise is headhunting into high-impact roles, across the “C” suite,
management team and into senior specialist roles in Sales, Consulting and Marketing.
In recent years our clients have included: Cybercube, Decibel, Jedox, Kooth, MentionMe,
Scale-Up Capital, Sifted, Sponge, TAMR, vizibl…
• 20+ years experience, over 1,000 hires
• Successful projects completed in the UK, USA, Europe and APAC.
• CXO hires made through us have taken business to trade sales and IPOs

• Leaders we have headhunted have multiplied revenues 5, 7, 10 X
• Hires made through us have enabled new market entry and scale up
• 100s of top performing senior sales hires
• Critical hiring needs met in Consulting, Marketing & Operations.

When it matters most. You can count on us.
We bring a broader perspective and additional value to your most critical hiring needs.

We listen. We advise. We deliver.
Let’s work together. Contact us now: robert.tearle@roberttearle.com | + 44 7843 277774
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